
Otter class 

Teacher: Miss Warren 

LSA:  Miss Sheppard  

Topic: Were there pirates in Bristol?  

Our first topic of the year is an exciting one – pirates! We will be starting the term with a 

pirates day learning what pirates do and talking about a day in the life of a pirate to 

practice our eloquence. We will be learning about materials and if they float or sink by 

building and testing our own ships as well as creating our own treasure maps to follow. 

To truly become pirates we will be making eye patches, cutlasses and bandanas!  

Maths: This term we will be moving on to 

counting in tens up to 100, adding and 

subtracting with numbers over 50 and rec-

ognising coins and using money. Any 

practice with pocket money at the shops 

would be helpful!  

It would be really helpful if children could 

also practise writing their numbers at 

home the correct way round.  

PE kit 

A reminder that 

PE kits need to remain in 

school so that children can 

take part in the lesson  every 

Wednesday.  

English:  This term we will start by 

looking at the story ‘Nadira and the Pi-

rate’. We will really be focussing on 

using story language and writing our 

own stories with a start, middle and 

end. 

To help at home please tell 

the story to each other and 

ask your child to show you 

the actions we have learnt.  

Fox class 

Teacher: Mrs Greenman-Sparrow  

LSA: Mrs Weeks  and Miss 

Browne 

Reading  

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE can you encourage your child to read every day at home 

and practise their keywords. Children who consistently read will be rewarded in school 

with treasure tickets and prizes. It has such a huge impact on all areas of their learning. 

If your child has read their book and is confident, please ask them to change it (they do 

not need to wait for a teacher).  

Uniform 

Please make sure uniform is worn every day and that 

it is labelled with your child’s name.  

Remember to follow us on Twitter to 

see our exciting learning. 

   @OlcYear1 


